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Jefferies joins SGX derivatives market 
 

Singapore Exchange (SGX) is pleased to welcome Jefferies Singapore Ltd as a Clearing and 
Trading member to its derivatives market. 
 
Chew Sutat, Head of Sales and Clients at SGX said, “We are glad that Jefferies has decided on 
SGX as their first derivatives exchange membership in Asia.  With SGX providing access to the 
key Asian market indices, Jefferies can continue to build on their US and European business 
franchise and extend their presence into Asia with SGX as its key Asian centre.” 

“We are pleased to become a derivatives trading and clearing member of the Singapore 
Exchange.  This designation enables Jefferies Singapore Ltd to continue to provide clients with a 
comprehensive, full-service derivatives offering and demonstrates our longstanding commitment to 
serving our institutional clients in Asia and beyond.  The Singapore Exchange is the essential 
venue for financial and commodities trading in Asia, with unparalleled trading volume and product 
offerings.  This designation complements our strategy of providing best-in-class strategy and 
execution for our global institutional clients and will allow us to provide them an integrated platform 
to meet their trading objectives," said Emmanuel Faure, Head of Asia Futures at Jefferies LLC.   
 
The admission of Jefferies brings the number of Trading Members and Clearing Members in SGX’s 
derivatives market to 48 and 26 respectively.  The securities market also has 26 Trading and 26 
Clearing Members.  In addition, there are 11 Clearing Members clearing OTC-traded financial 
derivatives on SGX AsiaClear. 
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About Jefferies 
 
Jefferies, the global investment banking firm focused on serving clients for over 50 years, is a leader in 
providing insight, expertise and execution to investors, companies and governments. The firm provides a full 
range of investment banking, sales, trading, research and strategy across the spectrum of equities, fixed 
income, foreign exchange, futures and commodities, as well as wealth management, in the Americas, 
Europe and Asia. Jefferies Group LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Leucadia National Corporation (NYSE: 
LUK), a diversified holding company. 
 
 
About Singapore Exchange (SGX) 
 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) is the Asian Gateway, connecting investors in search of Asian growth to 
corporate issuers in search of global capital. SGX represents the premier access point for managing Asian 
capital and investment exposure, and is Asia’s most international exchange with more than 40% of 
companies listed on SGX originating outside of Singapore. SGX offers its clients the world’s biggest offshore 
market for Asian equity index futures, centred on Asia’s three largest economies – China, India and Japan. 
 
In addition to offering a fully integrated value chain from trading and clearing, to settlement and depository 
services, SGX is also Asia’s pioneering central clearing house. Headquartered in Asia’s most globalised city, 
and centred within the AAA strength and stability of Singapore’s island nation, SGX is a leading Asian 
counterparty for the clearing of financial and commodity products. 
 
For more information, please visit www.sgx.com 
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